
New Review Website Hostmonopoly.com Launched by Mike Bashi to Offer Reliable 

Host Gator Reviews. 

 

Host Gator reviews available in the recently launched website Hostmonopoly.com has 

again put Mike Bashi in the center stage of the online business community. In this new 

website, Mr. Bashi discusses his own experience of dealing with different hosting 

services and how Host Gator has solved all his hosting related concerns for once and all.  

 

The most authentic Host Gator reviews are now available in a brand new website 

created by popular online marketing trainer and business consultant Mike Bashi. Mr. 

Bashi is an eminent personality in the online business fraternity and has created several 

highly sought after review and training websites in the past. His latest website 

Hostmonopoly.com stands out from the crowd of online review platforms because he has 

created this website after using hundreds of web hosting services. Mike Bashi strongly 

recommends Host Gator over any other hosting service because they offer all the 

essential features within an affordable price.   

 

In his Host Gator reviews, Mike Bashi suggests all online entrepreneurs to use this 

hosting service because it offers unlimited disk space, server reliability, cpanel, unlimited 

customer support, free site builder, unlimited bandwidth, 99.99% uptime, and many more 

benefits. Like many new online business owners, Mr. Bashi also tried out several web 

hosting services without any satisfaction whatsoever. Talking about his horrible 

experience one such company, he says, "They are so bad that you can only contact them 

through certain hours of the day not including weekends and you usually get a reply back 

within 1-2 business days which I find to be very annoying". After changing his service 

provider several times, he has been using Host Gator since 2007 and has never faced any 

problem at all. 

 

In his website, Mr. Bashi has warned website owners about free web hosting service 

providers. According to him, these websites are free because they have almost nothing to 

offer. It makes little sense to avail these useless hosting services when top class hosting 

service from Host Gator is available for only $3.96 per month, he suggests. The Host 

Gator reviews available in Hostmonopoly.com have already helped many beginners to 

make an informed decision while choosing their hosting service.    

 

About Hostmonopoly.com:  Hostmonopoly.com is a review website launched by noted 

business consultant Michael Bashi. This website helps entrepreneurs find out the best 

web hosting service provider with a comprehensive, free training video.  

 

Contact:  

Mr. Michael Bashi 

http://www.hostmonopoly.com 
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